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Abstract: Grasping unstructured and fragile objects such as food and fruits is a great challenge for robots.  Being naturally 

different from the traditional rigid robot, soft robotics provide highly promising choices with their intrinsic flexibility and 

compliance to objects.  Inspired by duck foot and octopus tentacle, a pneumatic webbed soft gripper was proposed, which is 

consisted of four multi-chambered fingers and four webs.  Due to its silicone body and soft web structure, the developed soft 

gripper can naturally adapt, grasp and hold delicate and unstructured objects.  Compressed air inflated into the three chambers 

of the finger actuates the silicone body and performs inflection and extension.  The silicone web follows the motion of four 

fingers, forming a semi-closed grasping configuration.  The fingers were fabricated with silicone rubber and constraint spring 

by casting process.  The web was cast around the fingers.  The inflecting motion was modeled via the pneumatic principle 

and geometrical analysis.  The dynamic properties of the finger were tested by step and sinusoidal signals.  And the grasping 

performances for different objects, such as egg, strawberry, candy, and knife, were also demonstrated by experiments.  The 

proposed soft gripper performed stably in response to a 0.4 Hz reference sinusoidal signal.  The bionic structure greatly 

improves the stability and reliability of grasping, particularly for unstructured and fragile objects.  Moreover, the webs ensure 

the grasping for multiple objects in one snatch, especially suitable for agricultural products and food processing. 
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1  Introduction

 

In recent years, soft robotics[1,2] witnesses enormous 

development and promising application in many fields.  As one of 

the hot topics in this new area, soft gripper has attracted vast 

interest and been widely investigated.  And various forms of soft 

grippers have been designed and developed.  Generally, they are 

three-fingered or four-fingered grippers.  For example, the 

Multi-Choice Gripper is a multi-functional three-fingered gripper 

developed by Festo company[3], which can be freely switched 

between the two gaits of parallel gripping and center gripping.  

Before that, Suzumori et al.[4] developed a four-fingered pneumatic 

flexible gripper, which is able to perform relatively complicated 

operations, such as turning screws, grasping coins, and operating 

beaker.  Also, the Utah/MIT hand[5] is a four-fingered flexible 

gripper, which can do precise grasping.  In terms of grasping 

performance, the above-mentioned soft grippers are generally 

suitable for only one single object.  In the case of jumble targets, 

such as the collection of parts and a bunch of candies, it is quite 
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challenging for current grippers to perform the unstructured 

multibody grasping.  Moreover, due to the natural defects of 

insufficient rigidity and poor stability of soft materials[6], soft 

grippers can hardly grasp objects with complex shapes, small 

volumes, and heavy weights.  It will not be difficult to imagine 

that the tiny objects might be hard to be clamped and tend to slip 

off the fingers. 

Many of the developed soft grippers took inspiration from 

soft-bodied invertebrate animals, such as octopuses and 

earthworms[7,8].  Animals exploit soft structures to move 

effectively in complex natural environments.  These capabilities 

have inspired scientists and engineers in robotics field to 

incorporate soft technologies into their research and designs, 

especially focusing on imitating the structure, actuation, and 

abilities of the soft animals. 

This work tried to develop a soft gripper that can hold multiple 

diminutive objects in one snatch and improve the stability and 

reliability of grasping.  The study proposed a four-finger webbed 

soft gripper and focused on the design, fabrication, and control.  

The design inspiration came from the structure of the flippers of 

ducks, i.e., adding webs to the traditional soft fingers to wrap the 

objects when grasping them.  The webbed soft gripper can 

effectively prevent the gripped objects from falling off from the 

gaps between the fingers, and reduce the precision requirements of 

the capture operation, which greatly improves the success rate and 

reliability of grasping. 

2  Materials and methods 

2.1  Materials  

The material for soft robots is mostly determined to be silicone  
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or rubber[9,10], since these materials are easily accessible, relatively 

inexpensive, non-toxic, and can be easily shaped[11].  The silicone 

with Shore A hardness of 100 was used, which ensures the 

relatively high air pressure endurance inside the soft fingers 

required to grasp and support the load.  While for the web around 

the fingers, another silicone material Ecoflex 00-50 was chosen.  

Ecoflex[12] is a kind of translucent, soft elastomer that is stretchable 

under quite low stress and provides the capability of adapting and 

wrapping. 

In order to obtain the elastic modulus of the material, the 

tensile test of the silicone samples[13] was performed with a tensile 

testing machine.  Figure 1 shows the silicone samples with a 

width of 5.00 mm, a thickness of 1.00 mm, and an effective length 

of 20.00 mm. 
 

 
Figure 1  Silicone samples for tensile test 

 

The test results were shown in Figure 2.  It can be clearly 

seen that the stress-strain curves of the five tests showed almost the 

same trend in the elastic strain stage, and the fracture finally 

occurred at elongation rates over 1000%.  The stress-strain curves 

are almost linear.  So, the elastic modulus E can be obtained by 

averaging the experimental data of the five samples, which is  

0.995 MPa.  

 
Figure 2  Stress-strain curve of the tensile test 

2.2  Actuation 

Conventional rigid robots are mainly actuated by motors and 

relatively complicated mechanical structures which provide 

rotational and linear motion, while soft robots employ new driving 

manners, including variable length tendons, fluidic actuation, and 

electro-active polymer, which can achieve multi-degree of freedom 

and continuum deformation.  As one of the main forms of fluidic 

actuation, pneumatic actuation[14] employing compressed air as 

working media possesses many advantages, such as low viscosity, 

low mass, high availability[15], no pollution[16], and low cost[17].  In 

this study, a highly flexible actuator with embedded air chambers 

was developed.  As these chambers are inflated with pressurized 

air, the actuator can perform inflection in any direction.  This 

body morphing allows the operation of grasping. 

2.3  Mechanical design 

Inspired by the flippers of duck, the webbed structure was 

designed for the proposed soft gripper.  As shown in Figure 3a, 

the webbed soft gripper consists of four multi-chambered fingers 

and four webs.  The pneumatic fingers are the highly flexible 

actuators that perform the gripping operation, while the webs will 

passively follow the motions of the fingers.  This synchronous 

webbed structure greatly increases the contact area between the 

gripper and objects during grasping, thereby improving the stability 

and reliability of the operation. 

 
a. Overall structure of the gripper 

 
b. Structure of the multi-chambered finger 

Figure 3  Structure of pneumatic webbed soft gripper 
 

Imitating the physiological structure of octopus 

brachiopods[18,19], a three-chamber soft finger as shown in Figure 

3b was designed.  By controlling the air pressures inside the three 

air chambers, the finger can bend in any direction.  

When the air chambers were inflated, it can be seen that the air 

chamber will expand rapidly in all directions, due to the intrinsic 

extensibility of silicone.  However, the excessive bulging effect is 

not beneficial for the grasping operation.  In order to control the 

bending and elongation of the fingers, the longitudinal motion is 

expected, while the radial expansion has to be eliminated.  

Furthermore, the limitation of the radial expansion will also in turn 

enhance the axial elongation.  

In order to eliminate the radial expansion of the air chamber, 

many researchers chose to externally envelop the fiber 

membranes[20,21] or fiber lines[22,23].  The process of installing the 

external reinforcement was relatively simple, while the coupling 

and integration between the flexible material and the external 

reinforcing material can hardly reach the performance that the 

internal embedded reinforcement can achieve.  Therefore, a spring 

was internally embedded in the flexible materials so that it can 

effectively suppress the radial expansion of the fingers, as shown in 

Figure 3b.  

The thickness of the web was set as 2 mm.  Using Ecoflex 

00-50 can ensure the flexibility to generate the desired deformation, 

and also maintain a certain degree of rigidity to support the stability 

of grasping.   

2.4  Fabrication 

Mold casting is widely used to manufacture soft robots with 

silicones and other elastomers[24,25].  The molds were designed by 

computer-aided design and 3D printing with resins[26].  According 

to the structure shown in Figure 3, four molds are designed for the 

basal body of fingers (shown in Figure 4a), the outer layer of 
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fingers, the web between two fingers, and the end cover of the 

finger for sealing the air chambers, respectively. 

The procedure of the fabrication is described as follows:  

1) The mold with silicon is used to produce the basal finger 

body, shown in Figure 4c.  The silicon cures for 4 h at room 

temperature or 15 min at 60°C.  (It should be noted that without 

vacuum operation, curing rapidly at a high temperature will create 

many bubbles in the finger body, which will badly reduce the 

quality of the products.)  The outer groove of the basal finger 

body is used to ensure the spring is evenly bound around the finger. 

2) Bound spring on the basal finger body is shown in Figure 

4d. 

3) Secondary mold is to envelop the spring and creates the web 

connecting two fingers, shown in Figure 4g.   

4) The independent webs are pasted on the fingers and the air 

chambers are sealed by the end cover molded with silicon.  

5) The soft gripper was mounted on the base. 

The manufactured pneumatic webbed soft gripper is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 
Note: a. Mold for the basal body of fingers was 3D printed and assembled;     

b. Liquid silicone was poured into the mold;  c. First step of molding to obtain 

the basal finger body;  d. Binding the spring on the basal finger body;  e. 

Installing the finger bodies in the mold for the second molding;  f. Liquid 

silicone was poured into the mold;  g. Molding to envelop the spring and form 

the web connecting two fingers. 

Figure 4  Fabrication steps of the gripper 
 

 
Figure 5  Assembled webbed soft gripper 

2.5  Actuating model of the soft finger 

Figure 6 shows the cross-section of the proposed soft finger, 

where r0 is the outer wall radius, r1 and r2 are the outer and inner 

radii of the actuating air chamber, respectively, r3 is the radius of 

the stiffness adjusting air chamber, rt1 and rt2 are the average radii 

of the inner and outer spring, respectively, and α is the central 

angle of the actuating air chamber. 

 
Figure 6  Cross section of the soft finger 

 

The four air chambers can be represented by four springs, 

which were located at the centroid of the air chambers.  Because 

the three actuating air chambers are equally distributed, the 

positions of springs are on the same circumferential radius r.  

According to the geometric relationship in Figure 6, the expression 

of r can be stated as Equation (1): 
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A micro-segment of the soft finger was extracted and shown in 

Figure 7.  The line of a-a' in the transverse plane is the neutral 

axis, and b-b' is the bending axis. 

 
Note: Red lines indicate the cross section. 

Figure 7  A micro-segment of the soft finger 
 

According to the geometric relationship in Figure 7, the length 

of spring models l1, l2, l3, and l4 can be written as Equations (2)-(5): 
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where, l1, l2, l3, and l4 are the lengths of spring models, respectively, 

mm; R0 is the radius of curvature of the central axis, mm; ϕ is the 

yaw angle, rad; θ is the differential angle of the micro-segment, 

rad. 

Then, ϕ, θ and R0 can be represented with respect to l1, l2, and 

l3, shown in Equations (6)-(8): 
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The elongation of the soft finger is generated by pressurized air 

and external moment simultaneously, while these two actuating 

factors are uncoupled.  Therefore, the length increment Δ(li) can 

be represented by Equation (9): 

( ) ( ) ( )i ip iel l l                   (9) 

where, Δ(lip) is the elongation of the air chamber caused by 

pressurized air, mm; Δ(lie) is the elongation of the air chamber 

caused by external moment, mm. 

When only air pressure ΔPi was applied, the relationship 

between Δ(lip) and ΔPi can be stated as Equation (10): 

( )i ipP l k                    (10) 

where, k is the constant coefficient; ΔPi is the air pressure inside 

the chamber, MPa. 

When only the external moment Me was applied, the axial 

length of the central axis will not elongate and the geometric 

relationship can be stated as Equations (11)-(13): 
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where, Ia–a′ is the moment of inertia transverse to the neutral axis; 

Me is the external moment, N·m; E is the Young modulus, MPa; L0 

is the initial length of the finger segment, mm; ΔL0 is the elongated 

length of the finger segment, mm. 

The scale factor kM was defined as Equation (14):  
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According to the independence of the actions of the air 

pressure and the external moment, the relationship between Δli, ΔPi 

and Me can be stated as Equation (15): 
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where, X represents the position angle of the chamber, X=ϕ, 

(2π/3–ϕ) or (4π/3–ϕ). 

Substituting Equation (15) into Equations (6)-(8), the 

geometrical parameters of the differential cross section can be 

obtained as Equations (16)-(18): 
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where, ϕi, θi and R0i represent the yaw angle (rad), the bending 

angle (rad), and the radius of the bent finger (mm), respectively.   

i = 1, 2, 3.  

The position and orientation of the soft finger can be described 

by the above three variables. 

3  Experiments 

As shown in Figure 8, the scheme of the experimental setup[27] 

generally includes two sub-systems: control circuit and pneumatic 

loop.  

The NI industrial computer with LabView program was used 

for signal generating to control the electrical proportional valve, via 

a shielded junction box.  Since the electrical proportional valves 

need a 24 V power supply and a reference voltage for the input 

voltage signal, a 24-channel wiring board was added to simplify the 

circuit.  The Industrial Personnel Computer (IPC) is NI 

PXI-1042Q with eight expansion slots and the controller is NI 

PXI-8105 based on the Intel Core Duo processor T2500.  The NI 

PXI-6704 was chosen as the analog output card.  This module can 

provide 16-channel voltage output in the range of −10-10 V, 

16-channel direct current output in the range of 0-10 mA and 

8-channel digital I/O.  The shielded junction box is NI SCB-68A 

which is a plug-in DAQ (Data Acquisition) device with a 68-pin 

connection port.  

 
Figure 8  Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

 

 
Figure 9  Experimental platform 

 

Air compressor is adopted as the air source.  The required 

pressurized air for the soft gripper comes through an oil mist 

separator and is regulated by the electrical proportional valve 
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according to the voltage signal from the electronic control loop.  

The electrical proportional valve is SMC ITV0050-3BS, whose 

input control signal ranges from 0 V to 5 V, output pressure ranges 

from 0.001 MPa to 0.9 MPa with linearity of ±1%. 

Based on the experimental scheme, the experimental bed was 

built, as shown in Figure 9. 

3.1  Motion performance of the finger  

The finger was mounted on the testbed vertically upwards.  

Theoretically, when the air pressures in the three chambers are 

not equal, the finger will bend towards the lower pressure side.  

The specific bending situation is determined by the coupling 

pattern of the pressures in the three actuating air chambers.  In 

order to demonstrate the bending performance of the finger more 

intuitively, there is just inflated one single actuating air chamber, 

as shown in Figure 10.  The air pressures were applied to the 

actuating air chamber with an increment of 18 kPa to the 

maximum of 108 kPa.  The air pressure and bending angle curve 

are shown in Figure 11. 

As the pressure increases, the bending angle of the finger also 

rises correspondingly.  Before 54 kPa, the experimental data is 

basically consistent with the theoretical curve.  However, the 

experimental curve goes beyond the model simulation after 54 kPa, 

which might be caused by the nonlinearity of the elastic action and 

changing of the silicone body thickness.  And due to the 

inhomogeneity of the material, there are slight differences between 

the three air chambers.  Moreover, the weak stiffness of the finger 

results in the non-ignorable impact of the gravity during the 

finger’s bending process, which aggravates the nonlinearity of the 

bending motion, especially when the bending angle getting big and 

performing high gravity bending moment.  

 
a. Initial state               b. Bending process 

Figure 10  Bending test of the finger 

 
Figure 11  Relationship between air pressure and bending angle of 

the finger 
 

To demonstrate the dynamic performance of the soft finger, the 

angular position tracking experiments were executed.  The 

bending angles tracking the reference trajectory were recorded by a 

six-axis gyroscope (MPU6050)[28,29].  Figure 12 shows the angular 

response with respect to sinusoidal with the frequency of 0.2 Hz 

and 0.4 Hz, respectively.  

In Figure 12, there are obvious fluctuations of the finger 

bending angle when it returned to the initial position.  This 

happened because of the influence of the attached measuring unit, 

which added the concentrated gravity on the fingertip and made the 

finger difficult to maintain balance at the relative zero-pressure 

state.  Since the stiffness of the finger increases as the air pressure 

increases, the shaking would be resisted when the finger started to 

bend under high air pressure.  Therefore, the shaking phenomenon 

only existed at the initial position, when the air pressure in the 

chamber was close to atmospheric pressure and the rigidity of the 

finger was minimal.  For precise position practice, compensation 

methods[30] are encouraged to be employed for the controller of the 

soft gripper. 

 
a. Angular response to sinusoidal with frequency of 0.2 Hz 

 
b. Angular response to sinusoidal with frequency of 0.4 Hz 

Figure 12  Tracking performance of sinusoidal with different 

frequencies 
 

Generally, the tracking performance of the assigned trajectory 

of 0.2 Hz is better than that of 0.4 Hz, while the vibration of the 

former is server than that of the latter.  This is because it takes a 

certain time to stabilize the air pressure to the predetermined value.  

Thus, the response characteristic of the finger deteriorates as the 

frequency increases.  It is particularly noticeable that at 0.4 Hz, 

the finger cannot reach the theoretical bending value at the 

maximum pressure.  And due to the fast inflation that increased 

the rigidity of the finger timely, the vibration at the initial position 

can be smoothed more quickly at 0.4 Hz. 

Figure 13 shows a dynamic response to the square wave signal.  

Similarly, the range of air pressure here was set as 0-54 kPa and the 

corresponding bending angle was 0°-84°. 

For the rising edge, the rising time tr is about 1.33 s.  The  
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quite large damping characteristic was caused by the long process 

of air pressure establishing due to the nature of the pneumatic 

system, and the hysteresis of the silicone material.  As discussed 

before, due to the gravity and weak rigidity of the finger under zero 

pressure, it can be seen that the finger did not return to the initial 

position precisely at the falling edge. 

 
Figure 13  Response of the bending angles for a step signal 

 

3.2  Grasping performance of the webbed soft gripper 

When the actuating air chambers at the insides of the fingers 

were inflated, the fingers opened like a claw as shown in Figure 

14a.  Due to the severe resistance caused by the elastic force of 

webs, it was obvious that the bending effect of the finger was 

reduced in the webbed gripper comparing to that of the independent 

finger.  When the actuating air chambers at the outsides were 

inflated, the fingers closed together, as shown in Figure 14b. 
 

  
a. Open gesture of the soft gripper 

(inside actuating air chambers with  

the pressure of 108 kPa) 

b. Closed gesture of the soft gripper 

(outside actuating air chambers with the 

pressure of 62 kPa) 
 

Figure 14  Working status of the soft gripper 
 

Figure 15 shows the experimental results of grasping delicate 

objects of egg, strawberry, candy and knife.  The successful 

grasping of egg and strawberry demonstrated the safety and 

adaptability of the webbed soft gripper for fragile and crisp objects, 

especially food and agricultural products.  For the candy grasping 

experiment, 50 times grasping were executed for a pile of candies 

in a basket, as shown in Figure 15c.  On average, there were 4 

candies grabbed for each try, which can hardly be realized without 

the web.  The packing effects of the web were also demonstrated 

by grasping the versatile knife without precise orientation or 

position, as shown in Figure 15d. 
 

    
a. Grasping egg b. Grasping strawberry c. Grasping candies d. Grasping knife 

 

Figure 15  Grasping experiments for different objects 
 

 

4  Conclusions 

Handling diverse fruits or food products is one of the grant 

challenges for harvesting robots and food equipment.  Soft 

robotics provides a quite promising means to develop bio-inspired 

soft grippers to deal with this issue.  In this study, a pneumatic 

webbed soft gripper was developed and evaluated.  The mainly 

achieved conclusions are as follows: 

1) The mechanical originality lies in the web structure design, 

which can effectively catch the scattered objects, prevent them 

from falling off the fingers, and reduce the precision requirements 

of modeling and control.  The bionic structure greatly improves 

the stability and reliability of the grasping process.  

2) The responses to the sinusoidal with the frequency of 0.2 Hz  

and 0.4 Hz and step excitation revealed that the developed 

multi-chambered finger has quite acceptable dynamic qualities of 

phase tracking and steady-state error. 

3) The prototype of the soft gripper can grasp multiple objects 

at one grab, due to the webs around the fingers.  This specific 

ability provides high practical possibility for aggregated fruits or 

food picking and placing. 
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